Chromosomal locations of two DNA segments that flank ribosomal insertion-like sequences in Drosophila: flanking sequences are mobile elements.
We report the chromosomal locations of two repetitive DNA sequences that flank ribosomal insertion-like sequences in Drosophila melanogaster. The chromocentric region of D. melanogaster contains many copies of sequences that are homologous to type 1 ribosomal insertions. These insertion-like elements are interspersed with other DNA segments that we call flanking sequences. Two distinct flanking sequences derived from the same cloned DNA molecule pDmI 101, the HindIII fragments 101E and 101F, were studied. Whole genome Southern blots with DNA from the D. melanogaster stocks Oregon R (P2), gt-1, and gt-X11 showed complex restriction patterns that differed substantially between the three stocks. This and other data show that flanking sequences are members of diverged repetitive sequence families. In situ hybridization to salivary gland chromosomes of gt-1 and gt-X11 showed that both sequences are homologous to the chromocenter and to about 5 to 8 (101E) or 25 to 30(101F) euchromatic sites in each stock. Most, if not all, of these sites differed in gt-1 and gt-X11. Both 101E and 101F are homologous to he chromocenter and very few euchromatic bands in D. simulans, but 101F is homologous to numerous bands in D. mauritiana. We conclude that the flanking sequences represented by 101E and 101F are mobile elements within the genome of Drosophila. These two sequences differ in several structural features from mobile DNA elements previously described in this organism.